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ABSTRACT
This paper efiend,s a method.ologyfor
ascertainingthe industry-by-ind,ustryeffects of tat changes on prices suggested.
originally by Aoron. The efiension utilizes
assumptionsabout the noture of final dcmand,and allows one with an input-output tnble to d.erivethe totol effectsof such
tas changesin terms of quantities of output as well as emplnymcnt.
The new methodologyis applied to West
Virginin which substantially reformcd its
systemof grossreceiptstatotion. Thc resulting analysis predicts a modest increasein output (+02 percent), and. a
mad.estdeclinc in thc price level(frcm -0.1
to -2 percent) os a result of the reforms
erncted.in 1985,and.scheduled.to tohe effectin mid 1987.
1. Introduction
El CONOMIC analysis of tax reform
IlJproposals at the national level have
typically involved examining: 1) the
budgetary or revenue implications compared to current law; 2) possiblebehavioral adjustmentsin the marketplace, with
attendant implications for real economic
growth; and 3) examination of the vertical and horizontal equity implications of
such changes.For those proposalswhich
impact primarily on business, analysis
usually involves showing the implications of tax changeson tax burdensby industry. The modelling of behavioral reactionsto tax policy changeshas involved
either the use of large-scaleeconometric
modelstof the national economy,or more
recently, the use of computablegeqeralequilibrium modelsof the economy.'
At the regional or state level, inferencesabout the impact of major tax policy changeshave by and large been limited to the results of non-behavioral
*Camegie-MellonUniversity.

simulation models based on samples of
individual income tax returns available
from the Statistics Division of the Internal Revenue Service. Interestingly, the
availability of national and state-specific
input-output tables, which are as prevalent now in many states as econometric
models, has not led to their widespread
applicationto tax policy analysis.o
Bahl and Shellhammer (1969) develop
a methodologyusing input-output analysis to examine progressivity and tax exportation issues, Based on observedsectoral tax liabilities, assumedto be borne
by purchasers,and an input-output table,
the methodologydeterminesthe total direct and indirect state tax per dollar of
output in eachsector.Sectoralexport data,
together with the forward shifting assumption, allows one to determine how
much tax is "exported" (i.e., paid by outof-statepurchasers).Given expenditure by
income claes data (and maintaining the
full shifting assumption),the methodology allows one to gaugethe amount of tax
borne by the averagefamily in each of the
incomegroupsand thus reachconclusions
regarding vertical equity.
Melvin (1979)usesa technique similar
to one introduced in Aaron (1968), involving an input-output table, to obtain
price effectsof a value-addedtax. Dresch
(1977) examinesthe impact of moving
from a national corporateincometax to a
value-addedtax through the use of a national input-output table.
Virtually all national analyses of tax
policy changeshave focusedon quantity
effects(GNP) as contrastedwith price effects."This is especiallysurprising in light
of Aaron (1968)which suggesteda methodologyfor inferring price effects of tax
policy changesthrough the use of an input-output table.
The purposeof this paper is to develop
a methodology,taking advantageof predicted price changesdevelopedon the basis of Aaron's methodologT,which can
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produceforecastsof quantity changesby
economicsector. These changes may be
taken to be behavioral responsesto proposedtax policy changes.In order to do
this, we must utilize an input-output table which describesthe underlying economic relationships among sectors, and
entertain assumptionsabout the price
elasticity of {inal demand by sector.These
assumptions,in conjunction with an input-output table and shifting assumptions required by Aaron's methodology,
allow the completeportrayal of price and
quantity effects of an economyin responseto tax policy changes.We apply this
new methodologyto alternative proposed
reformsof WestVirginia's businesstaxes.
The outline of the paper is as follows:
Section2 briefly reviews the nature of an
input-output table, and provides a compact stat€ment of the assumptions and
predictive capability of input-output
analysis. Also, Aaron's methodologyand
Dresch'sutilization of this methodology
are reviewed in order to motivate the
methodologicalcontribution of this paper.
Section3 developsthese quantity effects
per se.Section4 describesthe major componentsof WestVirginia businesstax law,
the method of updating the 1975 West
Virginia input-output matrix, and aggregate and sectoral effects of tax policy
changeson prices, quantitites, and manpower requirements.Section5 concludes.
2. Aaron's Analysis of the Price
Effects of Tax Changes
We provide in this section Aaron's derivation of price effectswhich result from
tax policy-changes.Aaron's model involves thiee timi periods during which
firms adjust their output prices in responseto tax changes.More specifically,
in period one, the firm is in equilibrium
in terms of its factor and product market
decisions.In period two, tax law changes,
e.g. a tax decreaseoccurs, and the firm
experiencesan instantaneousincreasein
profits. At the end of period two, the firm
is at the same output level and utilizes
the same levels of factors. All prices are
unchanged.The only differencein the
firm's circumstancesis that it is now in a
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more profitable position as a consequence
of the hypothesizedtax decrease.
In period three, the firm respondsto its
more profitable position, and alters its
output prices in accordancewith the following parametric behavioral postulate:
The firm alters its output prices in period 3 so
that before-tar profits are qT lower than in
period 2, where T is the increaae in its aftertax profit from period I to period 2.
Here,

c is the

so-called

"shifting

pa-

rameter" introduced by Aaron to characterize the willingaess of a firm to passon
a portion of tax savingsor increasesto its
customers.o
By assuming that an economicsector
behavesas the above describedfirm behaves,Aaron is able to readily utilize inter-industry flows describedby an inputoutput table and therefore make statements about the economy-wideprice effects of a tax change.
This paper makes use of the following
notation:
(v): (v) denotesthe matrix with the
vector v along the diagonal and
zeroeselsewhere.
r,: r is the unit vector containing only
1'g.
p'. The superscript p denoteseither
b for "before the tax change,"or
a for "after the price effects."The
prefix N generally denotes normalization, as shown in the definitions.
X Xf is gross salesby sector i.
M: M$ is dollars of sector i 's output
by-s-ectorl'
p1119hasg$NM: NM$ : Mi / xI
in sector1.
T: I_F t"I re_duction
NT: Nq = q /Xi
s: s is a vector of price effects by
sector, and is derived by appli
cation of Aaron's technique. Explicitly, q times the old price of
any product of sector i is its new
price.
V: V.,ris the sum of imports by sector I and the value addedof sector 1, where value added is defined as the sum ofwages,retum
to capital, rent, interest, and
taxes.
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FD: FD1 is final demand in sector i
before the tax change.
NV: NVJP: VT / XI
c: a; is the shifting parameter for
sector i.
L The identity matrix with the
samedimensionality as M.
A careful review of Aaron's contribution suggeststhe following behavioral assumptions are necessaryto his analysis
and will be entertained below:
1. The behavioral postulate stated
above: A firm in sector i alters its
output prices in period 3 so that before-tax profits are c1T lower than
in period 2, where T is the increase
in its after-tax profit from period 1
to period 2.
2. As implied by the definition of s, the
price increasesof all the goodsproduced in any given sector are uniform.
3. All quantilles of goods,servicesand
labor exchangedare unaffectedby the
price change.
4. Only the prices of sector outputs
change. Thus, wages and import
prices are unchanged.
With theeeassumptions,price effectscan
be uniquely determined.Of related interest at this point in our review of Aaron is
the work of Dreschet al., which modifies
Aaron's methodology by stipulating a
somewhatdilTerent assumption about the
firm's responseto tax changes.Recall that
in period 3, firms a{ust their output prices
in order to meet a particular before-tax
profit target. Dresch suggestsin contrast
that firms set prices to achieve a particular level of after-tox profit. Dresch'sassumption requires that one simulate the
new tax system in order to analytically
derive tax liabilities within the regime,
resulting from price changes.As a practical matter, this may not always be empirically feasible.
Table 2-1 displays by time period the
impact of tax change on before- and aftertax profits under Aaron's behavioral postulate. Note that the status of after-tax
profit in the third period is unknown, in
contrastwith Dresch,who makesthis level
the firm's objectivein changing prices.
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TABLE 2-T
ILLUSTRATION OF BEHAVIORAL POS'TUI.A,TE
Before-tax profit:
After-tax profit:

x

Y

X
Y+T

X-oT
?

Before-taxprofit in period 3 is the essenceof Aaron's assumption.
3. Quantity Effects of Price Changes
Due to a Tar Change
It may be expected that changes in
product market prices will lead to changes
in final demand for such commodities.
With this in mind, we add a fourth time
period to the three describedin section 2
above and introduce the following additional postulate:
5. New prices resulting from adjustments in period 3 remain in place,
and final consumers(householdsand
government) respond to the price
changesby altering their physical
consumption levels. Sector outputs
adjust as necessaryto meet final demands,taking inter-sector flows into
consideration.
In effect, by knowing the elasticity of
final demand, and the change in prices
being offered to the marketplace by producers,we may move down the demand
curve for final products and identiff the
new quantities of output being demanded. By entertaining relations between factor utilization and these new
output levels,we may then be able to make
statementsabout subsequentcapital and
labor utilization levels in the economy.Of
policy interest is the comparisonof revenueslost initially to these "real" effects
derived through the input-output table.6
By postulating a vector q of demand
elasticities,we can derive the changesin
final demand resulting from the price
changes.Given the new levels of final demand, we may then go on to determine
their impact on gross outputs, X, in the
traditional fashion of input-output analysis, using the total requirements table.
The final result in terms of our basic data
variables is:?
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X = (I - NMo)-' (FD) ((rr)((NVo
- (c) NT) (I - NMb)-r))r
Not€ that the aboveis in old (periodone)
prices.
Recall the assumptionsimplicit in this
equation:
. Real (physical) input coefficientsare
unchangedfor all domesticproducers;
and.
. the changein demandis entirely met
by domesticproducers.
4. An Application to lVest Virginia:
Data, Proposed Tax Changes, and
Empirical Results
4.1. Data
Follow-inga recent study by one of the
authors,osubstantial information on the
inter-industry pattern of taxes under West
Virginia tax law, as well as under several
alternatives consideredby the West Virginia legislature, are available for analysis. West Virginia is also of interest to
this study becauseof the availability of
input-output tables describingthe state's
economy.West Virginia's businesstax
structure has beenremarkable becauseof
its reliance on a series of taxes imposed
on grossturnover. The Businessand Occupation Tax (B&O Tax) has been an important part of West Virginia's fiscal
landscapesince the 1930s.o
As a result of the legislative process
leading to the substantial reform of West
Virginia's businesstaxes by industry, tables are available describing projected
grossoutputs and state businesstaxes at
FY 1986 levels, as well as the distribution of state business taxes under two
major policy options which are described
below.'u
The first legislative alternative actively consideredwas the continuation of
the phased5 percent/year rate reduction
in the Businessand OccupationTax and
the elimination of certain surchargeson
banks and the corporatenet income tax,
contemplatedin 1983 under Senate Bill
310, and scheduledto take effect in FY
1986.The secondalternative actively
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considered,and put into law, was House
Bill 1693,as amendedby the Senateand
the Committeeon Conference.Under this
alternative, the grossreceiptstaxes on all
industries except natural resourcesand
public utilities are eliminated and replacedwith a businessfranchise tax based
on apportionednet equity. Also, the corporate net income tax base and rate are
respectivelybroadenedand increased.This
alternative eliminates the cascadingeffectsof the B&O Tax which has beencriticized for many years.11
By utilizing the simulated patterns of
tax liabilities for FY 1985 law, and the
two alternatives above described,information on grossreceiptsby industry, and
an input-output table (describedbelow)of
the West Virginia economy,we are able
to apply the above-described
methodology
to ascertainthe price and quantity effects
of the various policy alternatives.
The first West Virginia input-output
table was developedby Miernyk (1969),
and a subsequentone for 1975 was developedby Lovisceket al. (1979).In this
analysis we employ the 1975 input-output table, updated to describethe FY 1986
economy.
It may seeminappropriate to "update"
an input-output matrix and thereby alter
input coefficients, since this is at variance with an assumption which inputoutput analysis often looselyconnotes:that
of fixed physical ratios among the inputs
and outputs of a firm or sector.However,
a closeexamination of Leontief's original
work indicates that at least Leontief believed that it is appropriate to expectthese
ratios to change over time. In fact, the
postulatedrelationship between inputoutput matricesfor dilferent periodswhich
is at the core of the 8,4S tBchniquewas
first proposedby Leontief."
Technically, the RAS method requires
row-sum and column-sumconstraints on
the matrix to be estimated;that is, total
intermediate inputs by sector, and total
intermediate outputs. In this study we are
able to estimatetheseby appealingto the
stability of these figures, by sector, as
proportions of gross sales. Our intermediate figures are based on the assumptions that intermediate input proportions
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in FY 1986are identical to those in 1975,
and intermediate output proportions are
identical save for a scalar adustment.'"
This enablesus to apply the FAS method
to estimate the full FY 1986 matrix.
In summary, the stepsnecessaryto implement the empirical application of Aaron'emethodologyand that being proposed
by the authors are as follows;
1. Based on projected FY 1986 gross
salesby sector,update the 1975 West
Virginia input-output table published in Lovisceket al. (1979)to obtain an FY 1986 input-output table,
using the RAS method;
2. Postulatecombinationsof Aaron's c
parameter by sector and obtain estimated price changesper sector;ra
3. Postulate, based on surveys of empirical demandstudiesrsand inspection, elasticities of final demand by
sector,to obtain new final demands
by sector;
4. Apply the traditional input-output

100.0?2

calculationto derive grossoutput effects by sector;16
6. Derive employment effects, assuming fixed manpower: eectoraloutput
relationships.
4 2. Empirical Results:Ecorcmy-Wide
ond Sectaral Effects
We rgport our empirical results in two
forms.t' First, we provide economy-wide
results which indicate price, quantity, and
manpowereffectgwhich result from various combinationsof shifting and elasticity assumptionsin coqjunction with two
major policy alternatives to current law.
Second,we display, for important economic sectorsof the West Virginia economy, the price, quantity, and manpower
effectsof various alternatives to current
West Virginia tax law. We focus in particular on Wholesaling, Retailing, Coal,
Chemicals,and Electrical Utilities, which
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are important economicsectorsin the West
Virginia economy.In calculating price effects,it will be convenientto examinethe
overall effectsof tax changeson the Laspeyres'price index for final demand.
We entertain two sets of shifting as. sumptionsin order to implementthe above
methodology.It should be noted that these
assumptionsdo not exhaust the range of
shifting assumptionswhich one might
wish to investigate. However, since our
objectivein this paper is primarily methodological, we will limit our empirical
analysisto the following shifting assumptions: complete forward shifting of tax
changes,'oand industry-specific shifting
assumptionsdue to Leyden(1976).In order to test the sensitivity of our elasticity
of final demand assumptions,we calculate results assuminga uniform elasticity
of -1.0 acrossall sectorsas well as employing our best estimatesof the elasticity of final demandby sector.
Table 4-1 displays the price, quantity,
and manpower effects of Bill 310 and of
the final legislation under our alternative shifting and elasticity assumptions.
Sincethe elasticity effectsimpact only on
the quantity and manpower variables, the
price effects will not vary acrosselasticities. Of immediateinterest is the fact that
under either shifting assumption,the aggregate price level in the West Virginia
economydeclines by between .13 to .22
percent. under the 100 percent shifting
assumption (see panel A) and the prefened elasticity of final demandassumption (seecolumnsheadedq'), SenateBill
310'stax changeswould be accompanied
by a .22percentincreasein quantity, while
under the actual legislation, there would
be a .27 percentincreasein quantity. Under Leyden's shifting assumptions (see
panel B), the quantity effects are in the
samedirection: for SenateBill 310,quantity increases.21 percent,while under the
actual legislation quantity increases.23
percent.
The manpower effects of the two policies under the various behavioral assumptions,however,differ somewhatfrom
the quantity effects. Employment rises
under both scenarios;however, it rises
somewhatmore under Senate Bill 310.
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Overall, the effectsof the policy changes
are rather modest,sincechangesin prices,
quantities, and manpowerare always in
the aggregate less than 1 percent. Of
course,to the extent such tax reductions
a{fect the incentive structure in the West
Virginia economybeyond that captured
by the input-output table, there may well
be further, Iarger, and differential effects
of both tax changes,which might more
favorably impact on quantities produced
and labor requirements.
Table 4-2 displays the impact on important sectorsof the West Virginia economy of the two tax changesunder various
shifting and demandassumptions,as before. The first column in eachof the panels
ofTable 4-2 showsthe percentagechange
in tax liability comparedto FY 1985 law
operatingin the FY 1986economy.Under
Senate Bill 310, each of the five industries experiencesa tax reduction of from
6.6 percentto 10.2percent.As a result,
the price level in each industry declines,
and the quantity index increases.Note,
however, that the price declines and
quantity increasesare very modest-price
changesrangefrom -.24 percentto -.08
percent, while quantity increasesrange
from .09 percent to .54 percent. On the
other hand, the legislation enactedimposestax increaseson wholesalingof 28.5
percent,and on electric utilities of 5.2
percent.Accordingly,these industries experienceincreasesin their price levels of
.09 percentto .11 percent,and quantity
declinesof .08 percent.
5. Conclusions
We have sought in this paper to extend
Aaron's methodologyto include quantity
effectson a known economywhich is described by an input-output table. By assuming that the elasticity of final demand is known by economicsector,we are
able to describenot only the price effects
of various proposedtax policy changeson
a regional economy,but also the net
quantity effectswhich such price changes
may be expectedto induce.
Application of this methodologyto the
West Virginia economyprovidessomeinteresting insights. Substantial tax changes
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are found to induce relatively modest,but
nonethelessimportant, price and quantity effectsacrossthe West Virginia economy. Further research along the lines
being proposedhere should include the
specificestimation of final demand elasticities for a regional economy,as well as
the statistical estimation of specificshifting parameters.Also, the influence of an
altered governmentrevenue structure on
final demand by government should be
investigated, since it is salient here insofar as it impacts on aggtegatefinal demand. It may also be desirableto attempt
to distinguish the elasticity of demandby
external and domestic consumers.What
the analysis contained in this paper has
demonstratedis that meaningful quantity implications may be derivedby an input-output analysis of proposedtax policy
changes.In view of the active national
discussionsof major tax reform, such
analysismay also be of interest at the national level.
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mentsabout how eubsequentrevenuesrespondto the
new tax regime.This is in effect what Dreschachieves,
although he doesnot identify a real quantity effectin
the process.Becausewe are consideringa set of taxes
in our empirical examplebelowwhich do not in their
entirety dependonly on grossoutput, we are not able
to make tax revenuesendogenous,
and therefore appeal to a postulate specifying gross profit fim targets.
?SeeAppendixII for the algebraicderivation of the
given expression.
oSeeStrauss(1984)for a descriptionof alternative
businesstax reform proposalsto WestVirginia's system of grossreceiptstaxation.
eFor a more completedescriptionof West Virginia
tax law and the empirical characteristics of industrial tax liability, see Strauss (1984),Chapters4
and 5.
rftIhe state businesstaxes under considerationare:
the Busines and OccupationTax, the Corporation Net
IncomeTax, and the Carrier IncomeTax.
ItElimination of the cascadingeffectsof the gross
receiptstaxeshas beenrecommendedby a number of
etudentsof West Virginia tax law. See for example
Alvis (1970),Hanczarykand Thompson(1958),Papke
(1966),or Strauss(1984).
rzBacharach(1970,p 10)clarifies the constancyassumption:"Leontief himself lleontief (1951)]thought
of such changesas virtual changes;the statement waa:
had the j'th output been different, the (ij)th inputoutput ratio would have been the sane. They were
not to be thought of as changesthrough time. Much
of Part II of [Ieontief (1951)lie in fact devotedto jusFOOINOTES
tiflng a specifichypothesison temporal changesin
ttThis researrh was supported in part by the West
input-output coefficients[. ,l It eeemed,however,a
Virginia Tax Department and the Center for Public small and inoffensive step from an assumption of
eoefhcients'invarimce with respectto virtual changes
Financial Management.The authors benefitted from
in outputs to one of their invariance with respectto
the commentsof Lew Evans, Steve Garber, Hugh
changesin outputs occurring within short periodsof
Knox, and Dan Rosenblum.Responsibilityfor the views
time. Such a hypothesis-of temporal as well as virand any ermrs which may be containedherein are
tual invariance-would at oncemake input-output a
thoseof the authon.
rFor a discussionof the range of behavioral
pyerful tool for the formation of policy l. . .1"
re''The scalar adjustment to the vector of row-eum
sponrewhich may be infened fmm large-scale econo
metric models,seeCongressional
BudgetOIfice(1980). constraints is necessaryto ensure that their sum is
equal to the sum of column-sumconstraints.This is
It pmvidesa review of the various impact multipliers
containedin the mqfor, commerciallyavailable mac- required for the internal consistencyof the assumptions. Note that while the RAS methodhas achieved
meconomicmodels.
2Seefor erample Shoven
widespreadacceptance,it should not be relied upon
et al. (1984)for a review
of the use of computablegeneral equilibrium models for certain categoriesof matrix-updating pmblems.
Hewings (1977) reports that although RAS is sucfor tax policy analysis.
'It shouldbe recognized,however,that
cessfulin updating a matrix for a given region to denational, regional and statespecific input-output tables have b€€n scribethe sameregion over a later period,it performs
poorlywhen it is usedto alter a matrix for one region,
usedextensivelyto analyzethe impact on grossoutputs that result from exogenouschangesin final de- to describe a different region. Using suney-based
mand, e.g., changesin govemment spending policy. matrices for Washington (1963) and Kaneas (1965),
Hewings measures,by neans of a deviation-freExamples of this type of analysie may be found in
quency technique (it is unclear whether the freBallard, Gustely, and Wendling (1980).
{I*yden (1976) examines price effects within
quencycount for a sectorpertains to the correspond.
the
ing row or column of the matrix), the accuracyof the
context of the West Virginia economy,and in conjunction with an input-output table. However, it is
RAS-estimatedKansasmatrix; the conclusionis that
it is no closerto the true Kansasmatrix than is the
unclear whether or not Leyden utilizes Aamn's earlier methodolog. Also, Leydendoesnot deal with priceWashingtonmatrix it is baeedon.
inducedoutput effectswhich are a mqjor contribution
Malizia (1974)questionsthe RAS method even as
of this DaDer.
a meansof temporal matrix adjustments.In an eval'Itre lhlning behavior of firms reacting
to a change uation using survey-basedmatrices for Washington
in tax liabilitieswas estimatedin Kzyzaniak (1963). for 1963and 1967,Malizia et. al concludethe method
6It would be also desirableto be able to
make statefails to produceaccurate coefficients,but "appears
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sulficient for making ehort-term forccasts of main agSregates."
Other techniques besides RAS have been proposed
for situations in which additional information about
the current period is available. For exanple, Morriaon (1980) discussesa method of imposing further
constraints to exploit additional information which
may be available to the analyst, such s constraints
on the sum of a subsetof matrix entries.
raThesecombinationeare baeedon l,evden (1976).
r5See,
for example,Deaton(19?4).
r6Notethat this step and the following one are performed for each tax proposal and combination of
shifting and elasticity pararneters.
rTAlldata usedin this project,inctuding the 45-sector input-output table eetimat€d for FY 1986,md APL
eoftwarcused to generate the rcsults, is available from
the authons.
rhhe mumption of completeforward shifting is one
of the shifting asgumptionsentertained by Aaron in
his work, ae well as other researchen.We chmeethis
assumptionas our point of departure.
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APPENDIX II
of Price and
Derivation
Algebraic
Quantity Effects
This appendixdetails the derivation andprice
and quantity effectg.The notation introduced
in seition 2 is used. In addition, the assumptions referred to are those given in the text of
sections2 and 3.
By the definition of V, we have

xi=vi+)Mivl

to (8) in Aaron (1968)
Now, (5) corresponds
without a value-addedadjustment, which we
omit becausewe do not consider,as did Aaron'
replacementof the tax revenuelost in period
2 by a value-addedtax.
Now that price effectsare defined, we let 1
denotea postulatedvector of demandelasticities by seitor,t g the vectorsof ratios of new
to old final demands,and we substitute the
vectorof price effectsderivedabove,s, into the
equatron,
(q) = (nXs)

(1)
to obtain:

Bv assumptions3 and 4, all componentsof
V, except blfore-tax profits are unchanged.
Thus. tlie behavioral postulat€ implies:

vi=vi-qTivl.

(2)

(q) : (qX(Nvb- (c) NT)(I - NMo)-')
The impact of such changes in final de-

s+
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mands on groEs outputs san now be obtained
in the traditional fashion through the uee of
the total requirements table given by the
expresEion:

tVol. )(L

X = (I - NMo)-'(FDX(qX(NV' - (c) NT)
'0-NMo)-))r

(6)

Note that the above ie in old (period one)
prices.

X=(l-NMb)-'Y
where Y is the vector of final demandsfollowing the quantity reaction to clunged prices.
We may by substitution of tlre above equations thus express the vector of total sectoral
outputs in period four, X, as a function of FD,
the vector of actual pre-tax-change final demands:

roo[NoTE
rNotethat the agsumed
demandelasticitiesspeci$
changesin demandfacedby eacheector,and not
Thedis"
changee
in demandfor genericcommodities.
tinctiobi8 of coueequence
in the caseof commoditiee
producod
dowhich are inported, as well as being
mestically.

